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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Theodore Wingfield "•i/
Barber, Scott; Neff, Eileen; Wingfield, Theodore
3129/04 1:56PM
Updated Transcript "search" Status (3/29/04)

I have talked briefly with Eileen, received a few transcripts from her and I have already received several
transcripts from Scott following your the to Atlanta. So to update the "transcript location status inquiry" I
Indicate below, IN RED & UNDERLINED, th etrcris I will need eventually:
(P.S. Am I correct In assuming that because as a phone interview" there will be no
transcript?)

>>> Theodore Wingfield 03/26104 01:14PM >>>
Scott & Eileen,

I think you may have taken some transcripts to Atlanta in support of the interview. I need to get an
"updated status" of transcripts:

For instance, I need to know exactly which transcripts we should have and don't (and why ... I.e. "not
recorded," "phone interview," etc.)

A lot of emphasis/attention is being placed on:
A) How many transcripts have we received that we should have?
B) How many of the transcripts that we have, have been reviewed?
C) How many of those that have been reviewed have been binned?
D) When do we expect to complete the review and binning of the transcripts we have?

I have either NOT SEEN or DONT HAVE the following transcripts:

SEPTEMBER=
_/6'9L§03.

(4) 10/9/03-

(6) 10/14/03
(NON-TRANSI
(15) 10/23/03
(16) 10/23/03
(22) 10/29/03,

JANUARY
41 1115/04
43) 1/2104

(44) 1/22/04
(45) 1/22/04-
(46) 11=21/04-

- 4C-

(HONE INTERVIEW)

FEBRUARY,
(49) 215/04-
(50) 2/12/04
(52) 2/17/04
(53) 2/20/04
(54) 2/24/04
(55) 2/26/04
(56) 2/27/04

Information in thi~s record was deleted
in accordance .with the Freedom of Intonmatioa
Act, exemptions 7 C. _FOIA-_ -- *z- 0 .S-/• J? -
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MARCH
(57) 3/2/04*
(58) 3/3/04.
(59) 3/9/04,
(60) 3110/04
(61) 3/24/04

IT NOW)I HAVE IT NOW)
(NOT AVAILABLE YET)


